EXTRACT of a LETTER from Mr Thomas Randolph to the Earl of Bedford, dated Edinburgh, 7th April 1565.*

From the Paper-Office, London.

For certayne ther is founde a Cave bysyds Muskelbourge, stondinge upon a number of Pillers, made of tyle stones curiouslye wroughte, signefyinge great antiquetie, and straynge monuments found in the same. Thys comyethe to my knowledge, bysyds the comon reporte by th' assurance of Alexander Clerke, whoe was ther to see yt, wch I wyll do myself wthin these three or four dayes, and wryte unto yo' Ldshp the more certayntie thereof, for I wyll leave nothyng of it unseen.

* This ought immediately to have followed the Description of Certain Roman Ruins Discovered at Inverelt, p. 159.